Responsibility in AI Systems & Experiences (RAISE) at the University of Washington presents:

Student Presentation Showcase

Friday February 11, 2022, 9-10am PT
Join: https://washington.zoom.us/j/94636255672

- **Shruti Phadke**, PhD candidate, Information School
  Title: Understanding online communities of problematic information.

- **Bingbing Wen**, PhD student, Information School
  Title: ExpScore: Learning Metrics for Recommendation Explanation

- **Bernease Herman**, PhD student, Information School; Research Scientist, eScience Institute
  Title: Responsibility in empirical machine learning on tabular data

RAISE is a UW-wide group of students and faculty interested in the broad space of responsible AI, trustworthy machine learning, human-centered computing and data science. As part of this group, our mission is to engage in scholarly, educational, and outreach activities that lead to foundational research in these areas. https://www.raise.uw.edu
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